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 .  .Let W [ W m, n be the general Lie algebra of Cartan type and A [ A m, n
the corresponding divided power algebra on which W acts. Translative isomor-
Ç  .  .phisms, i.e., isomorphisms of W into W q gl m, A of the form A ¬ A q w A ,
 .  .A g W, w A g gl m, A , are investigated. The mixed product theorems of the
 .author 1986, Sci. Sinica Ser. A 29, No. 6, 570]581 are generalized. Under certain
conditions, translative isomorphisms induce left-symmetric structures on W. Classes
of left-symmetric structures on W are constructed, among which are restricted
 .left-symmetric structures on the restricted Lie algebra W m, 1 . Q 1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Left-symmetric structures on Lie algebras over a field F arise in the
 w x. w xtheory of affine manifolds cf., e.g., 3, 4, 8 . It was known 1, 2 that if char
F s 0, a semisimple Lie algebra does not admit any left-symmetric struc-
w xture. D. Burde showed in 1 that if char F s p ) 3, a classical simple Lie
algebra G admits left-symmetric structures only if p divides dim G. On the
other hand, some nonrestricted simple Lie algebras of Cartan type, namely
 . nthe Lie algebras L G, d , f of Block of dimension p y 1, admit left-sym-
metric structures for every p ) 0. In the present article, we first investi-
gate the translative isomorphisms of the general algebra of Cartan type
 .  .W m, n which are representations of W m, n in the underlying space W
 . w xof W m, n . The mixed products discussed in 6 are generalized. Under
certain conditions, a translative isomorphism induces a left-symmetric
*Supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China.
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 .  .structure on W m, n . Classes of left-symmetric structures on W m, n are
constructed explicitly for every p ) 0. Among them, restricted left-sym-
 .metric structures on the restricted Lie algebra W m, 1 are obtained.
 .1. TRANSLATIVE ISOMORPHISMS OF W m, n
m.  .Let F be a field of characteristic p ) 0, m g N, n g N , A m, n s
  . m. ni 4  .a s a , . . . , a g Z , a - p , i s 1, . . . , m and A m, n the divided1 m q i
 a .  .4power algebra with basis x N a g A m, n and multiplication relations
x a .x  b . s m C a iqb i x aqb ., where C a iqb i are binomial coefficients. Letis1 a ai i
 .  .  a ..e s d , . . . , d , D be the derivation of A m, n such that D x si i1 im i i
aye i.  .   .4x , i s 1, . . . , m. Then W m, n [ A s  a D N a g A m, n is ai i i
 .Lie subalgebra of Der A m, n with bracket operation
m
w xA , B s A b y B a D , 1.1 .  .  . . i i i
is1
where
m
A s a D , 1.2 . i i
is1
m
B s b D . 1.3 . i i
is1
In the following, x e i. will be denoted by x and x , . . . , x will be calledi 1 m
 .  .the ``variables'' of A m, n or W m, n .
 .  .m.The underlying space W of W [ W m, n is isomorphic to A m, n ,
which may be regarded as an m-dimensional linear space over A [
 .  .A m, n . Let n be the natural representation of W in A. Then 1.1 can be
expressed as
w x m. m.A , B s n A B y n B A . 1.1 9 .  .  .  .  .
 .Let gl m, A be the Lie algebra of A-linear transformations of the space
m.  .W ( A whose elements may be identified with m = m matrices c ,i j
 4c g A , with respect to the canonical basis D of W . Consequently,i j i
 . m2 .gl m,A is a module of W under the representation n . An element
t . A s  a D g W can be expressed as a vector a , . . . , a here t standsi i 1 m
.  .  .for ``transpose'' . Then the natural action of C s c g gl m, A on Ai j
 .  .t .  .will be written as C A s c a , . . . , a product of matrices . On thei j 1 m
m2 . . .  .  .other hand, we shall write n A C simply as A C s Ac . Thei j
m. .  .direct sum of spaces W s n W [ gl m, A is a Lie subalgebra of
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 m. .  .gl A , F . If A, B g W, C, D g gl m, A , then
m. m.n A q C , n B q D .  .
m. w x w xs n A , B q A D y B C q C , D , 1.4 .  .  . .
 .and gl m, A is an ideal of W.
 .DEFINITION 1.1. Let w be a linear map of W into gl m, A . If w : A ¬
m. .  . n A q w A is an isomorphism of W into W hence a representation
.of W in W , then w is called a displacement, and w a translative
isomorphism, of W.
 .From 1.4 we have immediately:
 .PROPOSITION 1.1. A linear map w of W into gl m, A is a displacement if
and only if
w xw A , B s A w B y B w A q w A , w B . 1.5 .  .  .  .  . .  .  .
 .  . w xLet m A s D a for A s  a D . It was shown in 6 that m is ai j i i
 .  .displacement of W. Note that gl m, A can be identified with A m gl m, F
win an obvious way. We have the following generalization of 6, Theorem
x1.1 .
 .THEOREM 1.1. If L is a Lie subalgebra of gl m, F and w a displace-0
ment of W, then
L [ A g W N w A g A m L 4 . 0
is a Lie subalgebra of W, which will be called the extension of L with respect0
to w.
 .Proof. This is a direct consequence of 1.5 .
 .THEOREM 1.2. Let L be the extension of a subalgebra L of gl m, F with0
respect to a displacement w, r a representation of L in the module V, and r0
the representation of A m L in A m V extending r. Then s [ A ¬ A m 10 V
  ..q r w A is a representation of L in the module A m V.
m. .  .Proof. Let M s n W [ A m L , which is a Lie subalgebra of W.0
m. .  .We identify n W with W. Define c A s A m 1 , which extendsW V
naturally the action of A in A m V, and c s r. It can be easilyAmL0
verified that the linear map c s c [ c is a homomorphism of MW AmL0
 .  .into gl A m V . Note that w L is a Lie subalgebra of M and s s c (w.
Our conclusion follows.
Remark 1.1. Theorem 1.2 generalizes a special and possibly the most
. w x important case of 6, Theorem 1.2 . The theorem itself can be generalized
.similarly.
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t  .COROLLARY 1.1. If w is a displacement of W, define w*: A ¬ yw A
g y1  .  .and w : A ¬ g w A g, where g is an in¨ertible element in gl m, F . Then
w* and w g are displacements of W.
LEMMA 1.1. If w , w are displacements of W satisfying1 2
w A , w B s 0, ;A , B g W , 1.6 .  .  .1 2
then the sum of w and w is a displacement of W.1 2
 .Proof. It can be verified directly that 1.5 is satisfied by w q w .1 2
Displacements other than m, m* and their conjugates do exist.
 . m  .  .EXAMPLE 1.1. Let D A s  D a , where A g W is as in 1.2 ,is1 i i
 .  .and E g gl m, F . Then D : A ¬ D A E is a displacement of W. In fact,E
let w s D . First, we haveE
w A , w B s 0, ;A , B g W . 1.7 .  .  .
 . w x.   ..Let B be as in 1.3 . By direct computation, we have w A, B s A w B
  ..  .y B w A and 1.5 is verified.
Let I denote the m = m identity matrix and s g F. Then, by Lemmam
1.1, m q sD is a displacement.Im
 .A displacement w satisfying 1.7 will be called cocyclic since in this
 .   ..case, 1.5 implies that w is a 1-cocycle in Hom W, gl m, A . More
cocyclic displacements, which under certain additional conditions induce
left-symmetric structures on W, will be constructed in the next section.
 .2. LEFT-SYMMETRIC STRUCTURES ON W m, n
 .A nonassociative algebra L , ( is a left-symmetric algebra if
x( y( z y x( y ( z s y( x( z y y( x ( z , ; x , y , z g L . .  .  .  .
2.1 .
It is easily seen that a left-symmetric algebra is Lie-admissible; i.e., if we
 4   4.define x, y s x( y y y( x, x, y g L , then L s L , , is a Lie algebra.
In this case, L is said to be a left-symmetric structure on L, or the Lie
algebra L admits a left-symmetric structure L . Let l : y ¬ x( y be thex
left multiplication by x g L . Then x ¬ l is a representation of L in thex
 .module L sL considered as a linear space .
 w x.PROPOSITION 2.1. Let L be the underlying space of a Lie algebra L, ,
 .  4and r a representation of L in L . Define x( y s r x y and x, y s x( y y
 .y( x. Then L s L , ( is a left-symmetric structure on L if and only ifr
w x  4x , y s x , y , ; x , y g L . 2.2 .
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Proof. Necessity is clear. Direct computation shows that for L , condi-r
 .tion 2.1 is equivalent to
w x  4r x , y s r x , y , ; x , y g L , 2.3 . .  .
and the sufficiency follows immediately.
 . LEMMA 2.1. Let w be a translati¨ e isomorphism of W [ W m, n whose
.underlying space is denoted by W as before with displacement w. Then W isw
a left-symmetric structure on W if and only if
w A B y w B A s 0, ;A , B g W . 2.4 .  .  .  .  .
 4  m . .  .. .  m . .  .. .Proof. A, B s n A q w A B y n B q w B A s
w x  . .  . .A, B q w A B y w B A , and the conclusion follows.
DEFINITION 2.1. A displacement w is called a left-symmetric displace-
 .ment if 2.4 is satisfied.
By Lemma 2.1, a left-symmetric displacement induces a left-symmetric
structure on W.
In the following, the elements A, B of W will always be expressed as in
 .  .1.2 and 1.3 .
 i .  .LEMMA 2.2. Let C s c g gl m, A , i s 1, . . . , m. Ifi jk
C C s C C , i , j s 1, . . . , m , 2.5 .i j j i
D C s D C , i , j s 1, . . . , m , 2.6 .  . .i j j i
then A ¬  a C is a displacement of W. If in addition,i i
c i s ck , i , j, k s 1, . . . , m , 2.7 .jk ji
then w is left-symmetric.
 .  .Proof. It follows from 2.5 that 1.7 holds. By direct computation, we
have
A w B y B w A .  . .  .
w xs w A , B q a b D C y a b D C . .  .   j i j i j i i j
i j i j
w xs w A , B , .
 .  .and 1.5 is verified. If, in addition, 2.7 is valid, then
t ti iw A B y w B A s a c b , . . . , b y b c a , . . . , a .  .  .  .  .  . .  . i jk 1 m i jk 1 m
i i
st u , . . . , u , .1 m
where u s   ci a b y   ci a b s 0, j s 1, . . . , m.j i k jk i k i k jk k i
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n n1 m p .  p . :  .Remark 2.1. Let A s A [ x , . . . , x . Then 2.7 is equivalent1 m
 .  . to the existence of a C g gl m, A such that C s D C , i s 1, . . . , m cf.,i i
w x.  .  .  .e.g., 5, Lemma 4.1 . Then w A s  a D C s A C , i.e., w is a 1-i i
  ..coboundary in Hom W, gl m, A .
 .  .DEFINITION 2.2. An ordered set C s C , . . . , C , C g gl m, A , is1 m i
 .  .  .called a left-symmetric m-set if 2.5 , 2.6 , and 2.7 are satisfied.
 .  m .EXAMPLE 2.1. Let C s ??? s C s c , where c s c  x is a1 m i j i j i j is1 i
m  .  .divided power polynomial of  x . Then 2.5 and 2.6 are satisfied andis1 i
 .C s C , . . . , C induces a translative isomorphism of W. If, in addition,1 m
c s c s ??? s c , j s 1, . . . , m, then C is a left-symmetric m-setj1 j2 jm
which yields a left-symmetric structure on W.
 .EXAMPLE 2.2. Let E be the matrix with k, l -entry d d , k, l si j i k jl
 .1, . . . , m, C s a x E , i s 1, . . . , m y 1, and C s 0. Then C si i i m i m
 .C , . . . , C is a left-symmetric m-set.1 m
 .EXAMPLE 2.3. Let m s 2, C s C , C . In the following cases C is a1 2
u ¨ ¨ u .  .  .  . left-symmetric 2-set: 1 C s , C s , u s a x q x q b x y1 2 1 2 1¨ u u ¨
f 0 0 g.  .  .  .  .  .x , ¨ s a x q x y b x y x ; 2 C s , C s , f g F, g s0 f f h2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .g x , h s h x .2 2
 .LEMMA 2.3. Let C s C , . . . , C , 1 F k F l, denote a left-symmetrick , l k l
 .l y k q 1 -set in ¨ariables x , . . . , x , I and O denote the k = k identityk l k k
 .and zero matrices, respecti¨ ely. In the following cases C s C , . . . , C is a1 m
 .  .left-symmetric m-set: 1 C s C , C s C , C s diag C , O , i s1 1, s 2 sq1, m i i mys
 . 1, . . . , s, C s diag O , C , j s s q 1, . . . , m. C will be called the direct sumj s j
my1..  .  .of C and C . 2 C s C , H s h , . . . , h g F , C s O and1 2 2, m 2 m 1 m
my1.0 HCi .  .  .C s , i s 2, . . . , m. 3 Cs C , E s d , . . . , d gF , a s0 Ci 2, m i i2 imi
0 0 .  .ta x , C s aI and C s , i s 2, . . . , m.1 1 m i a E Ci
 .  .  .  .Proof. Equations 2.6 and 2.7 can be verified directly in 1 ] 3 . For
0 HC Ci j .  .  .  .2.5 , the verification is also easy in 1 . In 2 , we have C C s s0 C C1 j i j
ti .  .C C , i, j s 2, . . . , m. In 3 , let C s c , i s 2, . . . , m. Then C E sj i i jk i j
t 0 0i i t .  .c , . . . , c s C E and C C s s C C , i, j s 2, . . . , m.aC E C C2 j m j j i i j j ii i j
More complicated examples of left-symmetric m-sets can be obtained
if we combine those in Examples 2.1]2.3 by applying Lemma 2.3. A left-
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 .symmetric m-set corresponds to a left-symmetric structure on W m, n and
we have
THEOREM 2.1. Let the ground field F be arbitrary of characteristic p ) 0.
 .  .  .Then 1 W m, n admits left-symmetric structures; 2 if F is infinite, then
 .W m, n admits infinitely many left-symmetric structures.
Remark 2.2. The discussion above applies to the infinite-dimensional
 .Lie algebra W m of any characteristic. Hence a simple Lie algebra of
characteristic 0 may admit left-symmetric structures if the finite-dimen-
sionality restriction is lifted. A previously known example can be found in
w x .10 .
Remark 2.3. Most of the results of the present article can be general-
 .ized to the more extensive family of Lie algebras K s K A; D , . . . , D1 m
 m 4[  a D N a g A , where A is a commutative associative algebra andis1 i i i
 4  w x.D , . . . , D a set of mutually commutative derivations of A cf. 6 . The1 m
w xLie admissible algebra defined in 11 is the left-symmetric structure on K
corresponding to the displacement w s 0.
3. RESTRICTED LEFT-SYMMETRIC STRUCTURES ON
 .W m, 1
Let L be a restricted Lie algebra. A left-symmetric structure L on L is
restricted if L is a restricted module of L with respect to the representa-
.  .  .tion a ¬ l , a g L . In this section, let A s A m, 1 and W s W m, 1 ,a m m
which is a restricted Lie algebra. A left-symmetric m-set of W is calledm
restricted if the corresponding left-symmetric structure on W is re-m
stricted.
 .PROPOSITION 3.1. Let C s C , . . . , C be a left-symmetric m-set of W .1 m m
Then C is restricted if and only if
pm.n D q C s 0, i s 1, . . . , m. 3.1 .  . .i i
Proof. Let the translative isomorphism corresponding to C be w. Then
m m
m.w a D s a n D q C . 3.2 .  . . i i i i i /
is1 is1
m. p p  . .  .If w is restricted, n D q C s w D s 0. On the other hand, leti i i
 .  . A be the associative subalgebra of End A generated by S [ x , D , im i i
4  .s 1, . . . , m here we identify x with the multiplication by x . It is welli i
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known that A is isomorphic to the algebra defined by the generator set S
and relations x p s 0; D p s 0; x x s x x ; D D s D D and D x y x Di i i j j i i j j i j i i j
 .  . m. .s d , i, j s 1, . . . , m. Define F x s x I , F D s n D q C . Byi j i i m i i i
 .  .  .2.5 , 2.6 , and 3.1 , it can be easily verified that F preserves these
 .relations. Hence F can be extended to an associative algebra homomor-
m. .phism of A into End A , whose restriction on W is w. So w ism m
restricted.
 .COROLLARY 3.1. Let C s C , . . . , C be a left-symmetric m-set of W .1 m m
 . p  . py1 .  . w k .xIf 1 C s 0; 2 D C s 0; 3 C , D C s 0, i s 1, . . . , m, k si i i i i i
1, . . . , p y 2, then C is restricted.
 . pProof. It follows from Jacobson's expansion formula of x q y that
 .3.1 is satisfied.
 . .EXAMPLE 3.1. Let C s ??? s C s c x q ??? qx c with c s1 m 1 m k l k1
m c s ??? s c s c g F, k s 1, . . . , m, such that  c s 0 and c xk 2 k m k ks1 k 1
.q ??? qx a divided power polynomial of x q ??? qx of degree less thann 1 n
 .  .  2p y 1. Then 1 ] 3 of Corollary 3.1 are satisfied in fact, C s 0, i si
.  .1, . . . , m , and C s C , . . . , C is a restricted left-symmetric m-set.1 m
 .EXAMPLE 3.2. In Example 2.2, if deg a x - p y 1, i s 1, . . . , m y 1,i i
 .  .then C satisfies 1 ] 3 of Corollary 3.1.
 .  .2  .2EXAMPLE 3.3. In Example 2.3 1 , if a x q x s b x y x s 0,1 2 1 2
 .  .deg a - p y 1, and deg b - p y 1, then 1 ] 3 of Corollary 3.1 are satis-
fied.
 .LEMMA 3.1. If C and C are restricted left-symmetric s- and m y s -sets1 2
 .respecti¨ ely satisfying 1 of Corollary 3.1, then the direct sum C of C and1
C is a restricted left-symmetric m-set.2
 .  .  .LEMMA 3.2. In Lemma 2.3 2 , if C satisfies 1 ] 3 of Corollary 3.1,
then so does C , and C is restricted.
We have
THEOREM 3.1. Let F be an arbitrary field of characteristic p ) 0. Then for
e¨ery m g N, the restricted Lie algebra W admits restricted left-symmetricm
structures. If in addition F is infinite, then W admits infinitely manym
left-symmetric structures.
Remark 3.1. The classification problems of translative isomorphisms
 .and left-symmetric structures on W m, n are open. For the former, we
conjecture that m is essentially the only noncocyclic displacement of
 .W m, n ; i.e., a noncocyclic displacement is a possible sum of a conjugate
of m or m* and a cocyclic displacement.
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w xIn 9 , simple Lie algebras that admit invertible derivations are deter-
 .  .mined when p ) 7. They are of Cartan types S m, n, v and H m, n, v .
 .Hence W m, n does not admit invertible derivations nor therefore adjoint
 w x.left-symmetric structures cf. 1 . We would like to pose the following
 .question: When p ) 7, are left-symmetric structures on W m, n all in-
duced by translative isomorphisms?
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